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Abstract

In New Zealand English there is a merger-in-progress of the NEAR and SQUARE diphthongs. This paper investigates the

consequences of this merger for speech perception.

We report on an experiment involving the speech of four New Zealanders—two male, and two female. All four speakers

make a distinction between NEAR and SQUARE. Participants took part in a binary forced-choice identification task which

included 20 NEAR/SQUARE items produced by each of the four speakers. All participants were presented with identical

auditory stimuli. However the visual presentation differed. Across four conditions, we paired each voice with a series of

photos—an ‘‘older’’ looking photo, a ‘‘younger’’ looking photo, a ‘‘middle class’’ photo and a ‘‘working class’’ photo. The

middle and working class photos were, in fact, photos of the same people, in different attire. In a fifth condition,

participants completed the task with no associated photos. At the end of the identification task, each participant was

recorded reading a NEAR/SQUARE wordlist, containing the same items as appeared in the perception task.

The results show that a wide range of factors influence accuracy in the perception task. These include participant-specific

characteristics, word-specific characteristics, context-specific characteristics, and perceived speaker characteristics. We

argue that, taken together, the results provide strong support for exemplar-based models of speech perception, in which

exemplars are socially indexed.

r 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Merger is a process, much studied by sociolinguists (e.g. Labov, 1994; Gordon, 2002), in which sound
change leads to the collapse of a phonemic contrast, so that what were previously two distinct phonemes in a
dialect come to be realized as a single phoneme.

In New Zealand English there is a merger-in-progress of the NEAR and SQUARE
1 vowels which has been

proceeding through the variety over the last few decades (Bayard, 1987; Holmes, Bell, & Boyce,
1991; Maclagan & Gordon, 1996; Gordon & Maclagan, 2001; Batterham, 2000). New Zealand English is
e front matter r 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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non-rhotic,2 and for all speakers these vowels are diphthongs with schwa offglides. For distinct speakers, NEAR

(/i=/) has a closer first element than SQUARE (/e=/). The initial direction of the merger was unclear, with some
speakers merging on the closer variant, and some on the more open variant. However for most younger
speakers the merger is now near complete on the NEAR variant (with a typical realization of [ =]).

In Warren, Hay, and Thomas (forthcoming) we report on a series of experiments designed to investigate the
consequences of this merger for speech perception. Taken together, the results provided evidence in favor of
experience-based models of spoken word recognition, with both lexical and pre-lexical levels. In such models,
the representation of a particular word is a distribution of remembered exemplars, complete with phonetic
detail. Warren et al. (forthcoming) provided preliminary evidence that the set of prior experiences must also
include implicit knowledge of how variation is socially distributed. This paper describes an experiment
designed to test this explicitly.
2. Background

A comprehensive survey of the NEAR-SQUARE merger and its progress over the last twenty years or so is
provided by Gordon and Maclagan (2001), who present data from a long-term study of 14–15 year old
students in Christchurch. These authors have re-visited the same schools every 5 years since 1983, obtaining
recordings of words containing NEAR and SQUARE vowels, read in sentence contexts and word-lists.3 The
distinction between the diphthongs was still widely present in the first recordings in 1983, and these earliest
samples also show considerable variation, with some speakers showing a lack of distinction, but no
clear pattern of merger towards either NEAR or SQUARE. By 1998, however, there was an almost complete
merger on NEAR. Gordon and Maclagan (2001, p. 232) thus describe the merger as a ‘‘merger of
approximation’’ rather than a ‘‘merger of expansion’’ (Labov, 1994, p. 321). That is, the diphthongs are
collapsing on a single form, rather than using the whole range of pronunciations previously attested for both
NEAR and SQUARE. Maclagan and Gordon (1996) supplement their long-term study with an apparent-time
comparison of two age groups who they recorded in 1994—the younger speakers were 20–30 years old and the
older speakers were 45–60 years. The younger speakers again show a more complete merger towards NEAR

than the older speakers.
It has also been claimed that the Christchurch survey shows the NEAR-SQUARE merger moving through NZE

by a process of lexical diffusion, affecting some words before others (Maclagan & Gordon, 1996, pp. 131–133).
Additional data collected in the early 1990s in Porirua, just north of Wellington, by Holmes and Bell (1992)
were subjected by them to auditory analysis. Warren (2005) has re-analyzed these data and looked in
particular at the preceding phonetic context for the materials used (i.e. the consonant before the NEAR or
SQUARE vowels). It transpires that the nature of the preceding consonant may also contribute to the pattern of
diffusion. The original study showed that SQUARE-raising increased over apparent time, with mid-age speakers
showing closer first elements than older speakers, and young speakers producing the closest first elements of
all three groups. The reanalysis of the data showed that this raising was present for all preceding phonetic
contexts for the youngest speakers, but only after coronal consonants for the mid-age speakers. There is a
suggestion then in these data that at an early stage the change may have been conditioned by the place of
articulation of the preceding consonant—the first element of the diphthong would be a natural consequence of
coarticulation with a preceding coronal consonant. The subsequent raising of SQUARE in other phonetic
contexts provides a pattern that fits with Ohala’s (1992) suggestion that some sound changes are a
consequence of listeners’ failure to compensate for coarticulation. That is, NZE speakers may have
‘‘forgotten’’ that a conditioning factor determined the closer onset for SQUARE vowels after coronal
consonants. These post-coronal SQUARE vowels were consequently reinterpreted as NEAR vowels, and this
reinterpretation then spread to other words formerly spoken with SQUARE vowels.
2With the exception of speakers from small region at the bottom of the South Island, who produce rhotic forms of words in the NURSE

lexical set (e.g. work, third, hurt, etc.).
3While read (rather than spontaneous) materials are not ideal, Gimson (1963, p. 143), referring to the original study by Fry (1947), lists

the SQUARE and NEAR vowels as only the 17th and 18th most frequent out of 20 English vowels respectively. It, therefore, becomes necessary

to use read materials in order to elicit sufficient tokens for analysis.
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As a sound change such as the merger of NZE NEAR and SQUARE advances, patterns of variation in
pronunciation will change. If the initial impetus for change was—as indicated above—within the SQUARE set,
then to start with we would expect to see more variation within this set, with a range of close as well as more
open first elements for the diphthong. The asymmetric merger of approximation on NEAR means that as the
change spread an increasing number of SQUARE targets received NEAR pronunciations. While the change is still
incomplete, and continues to advance through the speech community, some speakers (in this case the older
and/or more conservative speakers) will still maintain a NEAR-SQUARE distinction, while others (mainly younger
speakers) will on the whole produce only the NEAR form. Variation within the community will therefore be
speaker dependent, but overall there will be greater variation in the realization of SQUARE than in that of NEAR.
An interesting question is whether listeners are able to utilize their knowledge of speaker differences in order
to help interpret the variation that they hear (Johnson, Strand, & D’Imperio, 1999; Strand, 1999; Drager,
2005b). Psycholinguistic investigation of the consequences of the merger (Warren & Hay, 2005; Warren, Rae,
& Hay, 2003) shows that young New Zealanders are likely to respond to NEAR forms as tokens of either NEAR

or SQUARE words (i.e. they will treat NEAR forms as lexically ambiguous between such words, so that [tPi=] could
be understood as either a vocal exclamation or an item of furniture) but will respond to SQUARE forms only as
tokens of SQUARE words (so [tPe=] is only the item of furniture). Access to different lexical meanings was shown
in a lexical decision task with semantic priming, in which response times to words like sit and shout were
measured when these words were heard as next items in stimulus lists after either [tPi=] or [tPe=].4 The result
suggests that young New Zealanders have not totally lost their sensitivity to SQUARE forms, which makes sense
since they will after all hear these from their parents and grandparents.

In Warren et al. (forthcoming) we added a series of identification experiments to the psycholinguistic data,
and we also collected production data from the same participants. In these studies, we found that accuracy in
the perception task is positively correlated with the extent to which participants keep NEAR and SQUARE tokens
distinct in their own speech. We also found that both production and perception scores are strongly correlated
with a measure of social class based on the Elley–Irving scale (Elley & Irving, 1985). Participants from higher
socio-economic backgrounds were more likely to produce distinct forms of the diphthongs. In Warren et al.
(forthcoming) we argue that participants are most likely to associate with speakers from a similar background
to themselves, and so those from a higher socio-economic group would have had greater exposure to distinct
NEAR and SQUARE forms, giving them a greater sensitivity to the difference in the identification task. These
findings regarding social class tie in with Maclagan and Gordon’s (1996) school study, where they report that
‘‘the merger seems to be more complete for the lower socioeconomic classes than for the higher ones’’
(Maclagan & Gordon, 1996, p. 136).

In our previous study we also found considerable variation in the error rates for different items.
Interestingly, we found that item error rates correlated not with the extent of the acoustic difference between
the members of a stimulus pair as heard by participants in the identification task, but with the extent to which
the pair members were kept distinct in the production data from these participants. This result seems again to
suggest that listeners’ sensitivity to NEAR-SQUARE differences depends on the extent to which they have
experienced these as distinct. This experience depends on the distinctiveness of individual items as well as on
the company that the participants keep.

In further experiments, Warren et al. (forthcoming) measured error rates in identification tasks with old and
young male and female voices. These error rates gave an indication of how speaker variables might affect
identification. There was an overall effect of the perceived age of the voice, such that most errors were in
response to younger voices. This is compatible with the general tendency in previously reported production
data (Holmes & Bell, 1992; Maclagan & Gordon, 1996) for young speakers to be more advanced in the
merger. There was also a consistent finding (which we have found also in our other identification tasks) of
more errors in response to SQUARE tokens than for NEAR tokens.

Our overall analysis of the results in Warren et al. (forthcoming) was that they provided evidence for a
model of perception and word recognition that includes the following features: a fast pre-lexical processor
4While [ ] is used here to indicate phonetic tokens, the transcription should not be interpreted as providing an absolutely precise

indication of the quality of the vowel concerned.
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(Pierrehumbert, 2001a), lexical storage of phonetic exemplars (Hawkins, 2003; Johnson, 1997; Pierrehumbert,
2002; Pitt & Johnson, 2003), and social indexing of these exemplars (Johnson et al., 1999; Strand, 1999).

The fast pre-lexical processor—in agreement with other findings concerning the relative robustness of low
and high frequency items in speech perception (Hay, Pierrehumbert, & Beckman, 2003; Newman, Sawusch, &
Luce, 2000; Savin, 1963)—is biased towards the recognition of phonemes that it has encountered most
frequently. The fact that the NEAR tokens used in our experiments tend to have higher lexical frequency than
the SQUARE tokens, together with the fact that the merger is towards NEAR, means that /i=/ is by far the more
frequently encountered of the two vowels. So the interpretation of a heard [e=] as a NEAR vowel, due to the
stronger center of gravity for /i=/, is predictable.

The storage of phonetic exemplars at the lexical level is supported by our findings that those participants
who have had most exposure to distinct NEAR and SQUARE forms, because of the socio-economic group with
which they associate, were best able to discriminate these forms in the identification task; that the [i=] forms
gave access to both NEAR and SQUARE lexical representations in the priming task, while [e=] forms did not
activate NEAR representations; and that there were higher error rates in the identification task for items which
are most merged.

The social indexing of these exemplars is supported by the finding that the overall error rates and the error
rates for both SQUARE and NEAR were lowest for the older speakers, and by the finding that NEAR vowels were
more likely to be mis-identified when the speaker is female. It is also supported by the finding from a further
semantic priming study using an older speaker, which does not find the asymmetry in priming reported by
Warren and Hay (2005) and by Warren et al. (2003). In other words, the differential priming effects of NEAR

and SQUARE tokens depend on perceived characteristics of the speaker.
In summary, Warren et al. (forthcoming) provided preliminary evidence that the set of prior experiences

upon which speech perception and word recognition is based must also include implicit knowledge of how
variation is socially distributed. In the current paper we describe an experiment designed to test this explicitly.

Strand (1999) and Johnson et al. (1999) have demonstrated that listeners’ impressions of talker gender affect
the location of phoneme boundaries—both for vowels and for consonants. Drager (2005a) provides evidence
that the perceived age of a voice can affect the location of vowel boundaries between vowels undergoing
change in New Zealand English. Drager’s work also indicates that perceived social class will influence the
perceived location of vowel boundaries.

In this paper, we aimed to add to this existing evidence for the effect of perceived speaker identity on speech
perception, by manipulating listeners’ expectations about voices producing NEAR and SQUARE items. When
asked to distinguish between NEAR and SQUARE items, will participants’ accuracy be affected by the perceived
age or social class of a speaker? In order to explore this possibility, we conducted a NEAR/SQUARE identification
task, using natural speech, and attempted to influence participants’ perceptions of the stimulus voices by
pairing each voice with different photos across different conditions.
3. Methodology

3.1. Overall design

Participants took part in a two-alternative forced choice perception task, in which they listened
to a recording of a word, and then chose which word they thought they heard from two alternatives
on a computer screen. The experiment was constructed using MediaLab on a PC laptop. The auditory
stimuli contained four voices, all of which produced a reliable distinction between NEAR and SQUARE.
The voices were not blocked, and the order of the tokens was pseudo-randomized. All participants
were presented with identical auditory stimuli. However the visual presentation differed. Across four
conditions, we paired each voice with a series of photos—an ‘‘older’’ looking photo, a ‘‘younger’’ looking
photo, a ‘‘middle class’’ photo and a ‘‘working class’’ photo. The middle and working class photos
were, in fact, photos of the same people, in different attire. In a fifth condition, participants completed the
task with no associated photos. Following the perception task, participants were recorded reading minimal
pair word lists.
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3.2. Auditory stimuli

In order to construct the auditory stimuli we recorded two male and two female New Zealand English
speakers who produce a reliable distinction between NEAR and SQUARE. Each speaker produced multiple tokens
of a set of 10 NEAR/SQUARE minimal pairs. From these recordings we chose a single stimulus token for each
word from each speaker, attempting to match, as far as possible, the length, amplitude, loudness, and the
degree of distinction across different word pairs. There were a total of 80 stimulus items (four voices producing
20 words each). The word pairs included in the experiment are shown in Table 1.

Because NEAR and SQUARE are both relatively infrequent, the set of potential minimal pairs to select from
was relatively limited. We avoided oear4 spellings which belong to the SQUARE lexical set (e.g. obear4,
opear4), as earlier work has demonstrated that these are much more often interpreted as belonging to
the NEAR class than forms with spellings which are unambiguously SQUARE (e.g. obare4, opair4) (Hay &
Maclagan, 2002). It was impossible to control for lexical frequency, and so instead, we explicitly investigated
the role of lexical frequency in our statistical analysis.

3.3. Visual stimuli

The participants were divided into five experimental groups. The visual stimuli for each group varied.

3.3.1. Group 1

In group 1 participants were exposed only to auditory stimuli and not to any visual stimuli.

3.3.2. Groups 2 and 3

The visual stimuli for groups 2 and 3 consisted of four different photographs, two male and two female. The
ages of the people in the photographs varied so that there was a photograph of an older female (OF), an older
male (OM), a younger female (YF), and a younger male (YM). Examples of the photos are shown in Fig. 1
(for OM and YF).

The photos were all head and shoulder shots, and the style of clothing was intended to be similar across all
photographs. A plain background was used. The photos were associated with different gender-appropriate
voices across the two groups (see Table 5).

3.3.3. Groups 4 and 5

Eight photographs were used as the visual stimuli for groups 4 and 5. There were two photographs of each
of four individuals, and in each photograph the individual was dressed differently. The intention was to create
one photograph of each person that looked like a middle-class speaker while in a different photograph that
same individual would look like a working class speaker. In all cases we attempted to manipulate this with
dress, and in some cases, the background location of the photo was also manipulated. Two of the people who
were photographed were male and two were female, and the individuals in the photographs were of a similar
Table 1

Minimal pairs used in perception task

air ear

bare beer

dare dear

fare fear

hair hear

mare mere

pair peer

rarely really

share sheer

spare spear
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Fig. 1. Examples of photographs presented to groups 2 and 3: Older male and younger female.

Fig. 2. Photographs of one of the females presented to groups 4 and 5, with varying social class. The photo on the left shows the working

class guise, and the photo on the right shows the middle class guise.

Fig. 3. Photographs of one of the males presented to groups 4 and 5, with varying social class. The photo on the left shows the working

class guise, and the photo on the right shows the middle class guise.

J. Hay et al. / Journal of Phonetics 34 (2006) 458–484 463
age to each other. Example photographs are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. The two different photos of the same
individual were associated with the same voice in the two groups (see Table 5).

3.4. The perceived social characteristics of the voices and photos

We wanted to verify the degree to which perceived age and social class were successfully manipulated with
the photos. We also wanted to establish whether the four stimulus voices varied significantly in perceived age
and/or social class.

For the photos, a subset of participants completed a questionnaire that would determine the extent to which
the social class manipulation was successful, as well as to assess the perceived age of the individuals in the
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photos. 22 participants provided ratings for the photos used in condition 4, and 24 for the photos used in
condition 5. The photos used in conditions 2 and 3 were rated by 17 participants.

The rating questionnaire used questions taken from the Evaluating English Accents Worldwide project (see,
e.g. Bayard, Weatherall, Gallois, & Pittam, 2001), as follows:
Table 2

Estimated age, occupation

M1

Uppe

Age 23.6

Occupation 4

Education 4
and education le

r Lower

21

3.6

3

vel for the four ind

F1

Upper

36.4

4.4

3.9
ividuals presented

Lower

31

3.1

2.4
to groups 4 and

M2

Upper L

27.4 2

4.1

3.4
5 in their ‘upper’ a

F2

ower Up

6.4 23.

3 4.

2 3.
1. D
o you recognize this
person?

Y
ES
 N
O
2. W
hat age group would you estimate the person belongs to?

(
a) 18–25 (b) 26–35 (c) 36–45 (d) 46–55 (e) 56–65 (f) 65+
3. T
his person gives the impression of being:
N
ot at all
 V
ery

Reliable 1
 2
 3
 4
 5
 6

Ambitious 1
 2
 3
 4
 5
 6

Humorous 1
 2
 3
 4
 5
 6

Friendly 1
 2
 3
 4
 5
 6
4. I
 would guess the person’s educational level is:

(
a) primary school (b) secondary school (c) polytechnic

(
d) undergraduate degree (e) graduate/professional degree
5. T
he occupational area I would most expect to find this person in is:

(
a) unskilled laborer, e.g. fast-food employee

(
b) skilled laborer, e.g. machine operator

(
c) clerical worker, e.g. bookkeeper

(
d) manager, e.g. business executive

(
e) professional, e.g. lawyer
For each photo, an average age was calculated by averaging over the midpoint of the respondents’ answers
to question 2 (e.g. if someone responded (b), they were taken to have answered ‘‘30.5’’). Perceived educational
level was calculated by transforming (a)–(e) to (1)–(5), and calculating an average for each photo. The same
was done for occupation. For the purposes of statistical analyses, we have added the occupation and the
education score for each individual together, to obtain an overall measure of ‘social class’.

Table 2 shows the perceived age, occupation and education for the four individuals in groups 4 and 5, in
their two guises. In all cases, the ‘lower’ class photo was rated as lower both in perceived occupation and
education than the ‘upper’ class photo. Interestingly, individuals were consistently rated as older in their upper
class guise.

Table 3 shows the perceived characteristics of the ‘older’ and ‘younger’ photos used for groups 2 and 3.
Here, too, the older individuals were rated higher on the social class indices than the younger individuals.
nd ‘lower’ guises

per Lower

9 23.6

1 3.2

8 2.4
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Table 3

Estimated age, occupation and education level for the four photos presented to groups 2 and 3

Older Younger

Male Female Male Female

Age 48.2 54.7 22.9 23.5

Occupation 4.5 4 3.3 3.9

Education 3.9 3.7 2 3.1

Table 4

Estimated age, occupation and education level for the four stimulus voices

Age Education score Occupation

M-voice-1 30.4 4.1 3.7

M-voice-2 37.2 4.3 4

F-voice-1 33.6 4 3.5

F-voice-2 41.9 3.7 3.2

Table 5

Combinations of voices and photos across different participant groups

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Group 5

M-voice-1 No photo Old-M Young-M Upper-M1 Lower-M1

M-voice-2 No photo Young-M Old-M Lower-M2 Upper-M2

F-voice-1 No photo Young-F Old-F Lower-F1 Upper-F1

F-voice-2 No photo Old-f Young-F Upper-F2 Lower-F2

J. Hay et al. / Journal of Phonetics 34 (2006) 458–484 465
Finally, similar information was collected for the four voices. These voices were played to 15 individuals
who were not involved in any other part of the experiment. The ratings are based on short introductory
utterances taking the form ‘‘hello, my name is _________’’. No NEAR/SQUARE tokens were included in the
utterances. Each speaker was included on the stimulus tape twice (introducing themselves with different
names). The responses to the two utterances have been averaged. The perceived age and social characteristics
of the voices are given in Table 4. These values were included in the statistical analysis of the perception task
discussed below, but proved not to be significant predictors of participants’ behavior.

Table 5 summarizes the distributions of the photos, indicating which photo was paired with which voice for
the different groups of participants in the perception experiment.
3.5. Instructions

The instructions given to participants were as follows:

This is an experiment about similar sounding words. You will be played a series of words, and for each
word, you will be asked to indicate which word you think was said. The words in this experiment are
spoken by four different speakers.

Because it can sometimes be difficult to listen to several different voices in one experiment, we will help you
by showing you photos of the speakers. Before you hear each word, you will see a photo. This will indicate
which voice to expect next. Look at the photo and then listen carefully to the recording of the speaker
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producing a word. Once the word has been played, you will be given a choice of two possible words. Your
task is to indicate what word you think the speaker said.

This task may not be easy. Don’t worry if you’re not sure about your answer, just provide your best guess.
Don’t think too hard about your answer—there are no right or wrong answers, and we are just interested in
your first intuition. Once you have provided an answer for a word, the photo of the next speaker will be
displayed, and the next word will be played.

Due to experimenter error, these instructions were given even to participants in group 1, who in fact saw no
photos. Interestingly, none of the participants involved ever commented on the lack of photos in the
experiment.

4. Participants

Participants were recruited from the University of Canterbury, and all of those who were analyzed were
native speakers of New Zealand English. Some participants were volunteers from introductory linguistics
classes, and others were recruited by advertisement, and paid $5 for their time. All participants received
chocolate fish in thanks for their participation.

71 participants completed the experiment—17 in group 1, 13 in each of groups 2 and 3, and 14 in each of
groups 4 and 5. In order to provide a crude measure of social class, the occupations of their parents were
recorded. The corresponding scores on the New Zealand Socio-economic Index were calculated, and the
higher of the parents’ scores was assigned to the participant. The New Zealand Socio-economic Index
(NZSEI) assigns socio-economic scores to occupations on the basis of the education and income profiles of
New Zealanders. This index ranges from 0 to 100 (Davis, McLeod, Ransom et al., 1997; Davis, Jenkin, &
Coope, 2003).

Table 6 shows the distribution of the 71 participants across the different groups, including the numbers of
males/females, the median age in each group, and the median assigned score for the NZSEI. It can be seen that
there are more females than males in the sample, and that participants in group 3 are slightly younger than in
other groups.

4.1. Participants’ production

The degree of the merger varies greatly across individuals. In order to determine the degree to which an
individual’s production was linked to their perception, production data was collected for all participants. The
production task was recorded onto a tape using a Sony TCM-5000EV portable cassette-corder and a Sony
ECM-F8 electret condenser microphone. The recordings were later digitized at 44.1 kHz in order to perform
acoustic analysis.

Following the perception task, participants were recorded reading three minimal pair lists, in which the ten
minimal pairs (Table 1) appeared in varying orders. There were no delays or distractor tasks between the three
readings. In List 1, the words were given in pairs, and the order of items within pairs varied, so that sometimes
Table 6

Distribution of participants across the groups

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Group 5

Total # 17 13 13 14 14

#F 10 9 13 9 8

#M 7 4 0 5 6

Median age 24 23 19 26.5 23

(age range) (18–50) (18–50) (18–32) (18–54) (18–47)

Median NZSEI 63 63 65 58.5 62.5

(range) (45–90) (25–77) (49–77) (30–90) (38–90)
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the NEAR token would be positioned on the left and sometimes the SQUARE token would be found on the left.
The minimal pairs in List 2 were the same words as in List 1, however in List 2 the SQUARE token was always
located on the right and the NEAR token was always situated on the left.

For their third reading of the word pairs, participants were asked to read the same word-list as in List 2, and
were asked to comment on whether or not they thought the two words in each pair were pronounced the same
in their own speech.

Because one of the primary factors conditioning people’s performance in the perception task was likely to be
the degree of merger in their own speech, we wanted to extract a crude measure of this from the production
recordings. Similarly, we also wanted an indication of the degree of merger of different word pairs, when
assessed across the entire participant pool.

In order to achieve this, all recordings were analyzed using Praat acoustic analysis software. F1 and F2
measurements were taken at the point of highest F2 during the first element of the diphthong (cf. Watson,
Harrington, & Evans, 1998, p. 191). Formant values for F1 and F2 were then transformed to a Bark Scale.

In order to assign to each participant a single number which reflected the degree to which they kept the
distributions distinct we calculated the Pillai score, using the R statistical analysis environment. Higher Pillai
scores indicate greater distance (in F1 and/or F2) between the two vowels. Alternatively, the lower the Pillai
score, the more advanced the merger. As a summary of the degree to which two distributions are kept distinct,
this is superior to taking Euclidean distances between means. This is because it takes account of the degree of
overlap of the entire distribution (Olson, 1976).

As lists 2 and 3 provided the words in a fixed order, it would be possible to use a strategy in order to keep
the words distinct. We therefore restricted this calculation to List 1, which we guessed provided the most
accurate indication of the degree to which a speaker keeps the distributions distinct in natural speech. We did
also test the degree to which the overall Pillai scores predicted individuals’ performance in the perception task,
but found the Pillai score for List 1 to be the better predictor.

Fig. 4 shows the vowel plots for List 1 for the speaker with the highest Pillai score (0.969—a 23 year old
male with a social class score of 90), and the speaker with the lowest Pillai score (0.0009—28 years, female,
social class ¼ 73). We also calculated Pillai scores for each word pair, in an attempt to quantify the degree to
which the word pairs were kept distinct by the speakers we recorded. When calculated over all participants, all
word pairs were kept significantly distinct (po0.01). The Pillai scores ranged from 0.06 (for really/rarely), to
0.24 (for beer/bare).

Clearly a distance metric based on F1 and F2 measurements at a single point in the vowel does not capture
all the potential ways in which the phonemes could potentially be distinct. It is possible there may be
differences in the diphthong trajectories, durations, or voice quality (see, e.g. Di Paolo & Faber, 1990;
Gordon, 2002), and detailed analysis of the production data is the subject of ongoing work. However, for the
purpose of analyzing the perception experiment, we regard this metric to be an adequate indication of the
degree of merger in the first element—which has been the focus of previous work on the production of these
vowels.
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4.2. Experimenters

There were two experimenters who met with the participants. One of these was a speaker of New Zealand
English, and the other is from California, and speaks a variety of US English. Both experimenters maintain a
distinction between the vowels in their own speech, although this distinction is much greater in the US
experimenter’s speech. Both attempted to avoid NEAR/SQUARE tokens in their interactions with the participants,
although as these initial interactions were not recorded, we cannot be sure of the degree to which this was
successful.

In our analysis of the production data, we noticed that participants who interacted with the US
experimenter produced a significantly greater distinction in the minimal pairs lists than those who interacted
with the New Zealander, and they also reported more word pairs as being distinct. For example, for those who
interacted with the US experimenter, 65% of all word pairs were reported to be distinct in their own speech, as
opposed to 41% for those who interacted with the NZ experimenter. This tendency, together with similar
experimenter effects we have seen in other recent experiments at Canterbury, led us to include the identity of
the experimenter as an independent variable in our analysis of the perception data.

We now turn to the results of the perception task.

5. Results

In order to interpret the results of the perception task, we applied two separate statistical models of the
perception data. Both models involve logistic regression models, which were fit using Harrell’s Design Library
in R (Harrell, 2004; The R Development Core Team, 2005).

The first model was a logistic regression analysis of the entire data set, including the degree to which the
presence or absence of a photo affected the likelihood of a participant making an error. The second was a
logistic regression which excluded the condition in which the photo was absent, and considered the effects of
specific aspects of the photos on participants’ performance. We first discuss the model in which the overall
predictors of the data are explored, without considering specific aspects of the photo.

5.1. Overall results for entire data set

In fitting the overall model, we considered a large number of potential predictors. These include:
(1) Information about the participants, including their age, sex, social class, degree of distinction in

production (as measured by their Pillai score in List 1), and whether or not they report the word pair to be the
same in their own speech (in List 3).

(2) Information about the items, including the log frequency of the target (as assessed by frequency of
occurrence in the Wellington Corpora of Spoken and Written English Bauer, 1993; Holmes, Vine, & Johnson,
1998), the log frequency of the competitor (i.e. the ‘incorrect’ word choice which appeared on the screen),
whether the item was from the NEAR lexical set or the SQUARE lexical set, the degree to which the word pair was
kept distinct by all participants (as measured by the word pair Pillai score from List 1, calculated across all
participants).

(3) Experiment/contextual effects, including how far through the experiment the word was presented, whether
the individual was in group 1, or in a photo condition, and the actual Euclidean distance between the specific
word pair tokens being responded to (i.e. the distance between F1 and F2 during the first element of the

respective vowels as assessed by:

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðF1a � F1bÞ

2
þ ðF2a � F2bÞ

2
q

.5 Also included was information about the

identity of the researcher. As noted above, two researchers were responsible for running the experiment—one
who spoke with a New Zealand accent and another who spoke with an American English accent. We also
considered aspects of the stimulus voice—including the identity of the voice as a factor, as well as the Pillai score
for the voice, and the perceived age and social class of the voice. Obviously with only four voices, the danger of
overfitting this aspect of the data set is rather large, and these variables could not all be tested together.
5We use the Euclidean distance rather than the Pillai here because we are comparing two tokens, rather than two distributions.
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Table 7

Overall perception model: Wald Statistics for predicting error

w2 d.f. P

Participant Pillai (Factor+Higher order factors) 139.86 2 o0.0001

All interactions 11.47 1 0.0007

Interviewer (Factor+Higher order factors) 24.73 2 o0.0001

All interactions 11.47 1 0.0007

Photo presence 4.18 1 0.0408

Stimulus Euclidean distance 29.62 2 o0.0001

Nonlinear 15.86 1 0.0001

Near/square (Factor+Higher order factors) 61.03 5 o0.0001

All interactions 38.22 4 o0.0001

Item Pillai (Factor+Higher order factors) 18.68 2 0.0001

All interactions 8.70 1 0.0032

Position in experiment 8.54 1 0.0035

Self-report as ‘‘same’’ 6.27 1 0.0123

Participant age 9.30 1 0.0023

Log freq. (Factor+Higher order factors) 29.29 4 o0.0001

All interactions 28.98 3 o0.0001

Log competitor freq. (Factor+Higher order factors) 26.44 4 o0.0001

All interactions 23.90 3 o0.0001

Participant sex 7.33 1 0.0068

Participant Pillai� interviewer (Factor+Higher order factors) 11.47 1 0.0007

Near/square� item Pillai (Factor+Higher order factors) 8.70 1 0.0032

Log freq.� log competitor freq. (Factor+Higher order factors) 18.33 2 0.0001

Near/square� log freq. (Factor+Higher order factors) 26.75 2 o0.0001

Near/square� log competitor freq. (Factor+Higher order factors) 22.49 2 o0.0001

Near/square� log freq.� log comp. freq. (Factor+Higher order factors) 16.34 1 0.0001

Total interaction 51.24 6 o0.0001

Total nonlinear+interaction 59.07 7 o0.0001

Total 364.88 19 o0.0001
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A logistic regression model was fit by hand, starting with a (relatively) saturated model, and removing
non-significant factors. As indicated above, a fully saturated model with the above combination of
factors was not possible, so some fitting was done by substituting comparable factors (e.g. to establish
whether the Pillai score for the voice was a better predictor of error than the perceived social class of
the voice). Not all possible interactions between all of the above factors have been tested for—but we did test
for all two- and three-way interactions which seemed to us to be plausible. No four-way interactions were
tested.

The ANOVA table for the overall fitted model is given in Table 7, and the model coefficients are given in
Table 8. A large number of these factors proved highly significant. The significant effects are discussed below,
grouped into different types of effects—participant-specific effects, item effects, and experimental/contextual
effects.

5.1.1. Participant effects

Males misidentified words at a greater rate in this task than female participants, and the error rate decreased
with increasing age.

How distinct a speaker tends to keep the two word pairs themselves (as measured by their Pillai score in
production List 1) was significant. Unsurprisingly, the less merged the participants were themselves, the more
accurately they performed on the task.

On top of this effect was an extra effect of whether the participant reported the specific word pair under
consideration to be the ‘same’ or ‘different’ in their own speech. If the participant answered ‘same’, they were
more likely to make an error for that item pair in the perception task.
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Table 8

Overall perception model for predicting error—model coefficients

Absent model

Intercept �1.521904884

Participant Pillai �1.072881978

Interviewer ¼ US 0.687497442

Photo ¼ present �0.183201160

Stimulus Euclidean distance 0.310582342

Stimulus Euclidean distance (nonlinear) �0.898743432

Near/square ¼ NEAR 4.039004571

Item Pillai �6.277194266

Position in experiment �0.004860101

Self-report ¼ same 0.208130908

Participant age �0.013678021

Log freq. 0.284677087

Log competitor freq. 0.422545540

Participant sex ¼ male 0.221159504

Participant Pillai � interviewer ¼ US �1.484019973

Near/square ¼ NEAR � item Pillai 5.960893365

Log freq. � log competitor freq. �0.093141724

Near/square ¼ NEAR � log freq. �1.015678577

Near/square ¼ NEAR � log competitor �1.412342626

Near/square ¼ NEAR � log freq. � log competitor 0.274208806
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5.1.2. Item effects

SQUARE words had significantly higher error rates than NEAR words. This is predicted by our previous model
(Warren et al., forthcoming), which argues that a prelexical processor is biased toward mishearing infrequent
items as more frequent items, leading to a general SQUARE as NEAR mishearing bias. This effect is predicted to
be strictly prelexical.

The degree to which the word pair involved tends to be kept distinct by the population (as estimated by the
item Pillai score, calculated for each item pair over all participants’ productions in List 1) was a strong
predictor of participants’ performance. That is, the more distinct a word pair tends to be kept in individuals’
accumulated experience, the more accurate they will be at distinguishing that word pair in speech perception.
This also replicates a correlation reported in Warren et al. (forthcoming).

Unexpectedly, we found an interaction between whether the word is a NEAR or SQUARE word, and the
item Pillai score. Namely, the more merged a word pair is, the larger the bias toward mishearing SQUARE (see
Fig. 5). In fact, for word pairs which tend to be kept relatively distinct, there is no such bias at all. This is not
predicted by our earlier position (Warren et al., forthcoming), where we attribute the SQUARE as NEAR bias to a
prelexical effect. This interaction seems to provide strong evidence that the bias stems (at least partially) from
the lexicon itself. Further problematic for our previous position is the fact that the item Pillai score is, in fact,
not predictive of the NEAR errors (which were predicted to be largely lexical). While merged items have many
more SQUARE errors than non-merged items, there is little difference in the NEAR error rate across the various
degrees of merger. This interaction is highly problematic, and suggests that aspects of Warren et al.’s model
will need some reformulation.

Also intriguing is a three way interaction between whether the item is a NEAR word or a SQUARE word, the log
lexical frequency of the target word, and the log lexical frequency of its competitor (i.e. the frequencies of the
two words that participants were choosing between on the screen).

Fig. 6 shows the relationship between the frequency of the target word and whether that word is a NEAR

word or a SQUARE word. This graph is shown for three different values of the frequency of the competitor—the
1st quartile, median, and 3rd quartile.
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These graphs show that SQUARE errors tend to decrease with the increasing lexical frequency of the target
word. The competitor exaggerates this pattern—such that if both words are high frequency, the SQUARE errors
are particularly low, but if the target is low frequency and the competitor is high frequency, the SQUARE errors
are particularly high.

For NEAR, if the competitor frequency is low, then NEAR errors decrease with the increasing frequency of the
target word. However, as the competitor frequency increases, this relationship changes. If the competitor
frequency is high, NEAR errors increase with increasing frequency of the target word.
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While considering the graphs in Fig. 6, it is worth remembering that the experiment contains just 10minimal
pairs. Some parts of the target frequency/competitor frequency plane are populated with real observations,
but these are quite sparse, relative to the continuous space depicted in Fig. 6. Nonetheless, the interaction is
certainly significant, and seems to be intriguing. We return to further discussion of this below.
5.1.3. Experimental/contextual effects

Whether or not the photo was present was a significant predictor of participants’ responses. The presence of
a photo significantly decreased participants’ likelihood of error. Recall that the photo appeared before the
stimulus was played, and the voices were not blocked. Within any single condition, specific photos were
uniquely paired with specific voices. Thus, in addition to any effect of social information, the photo also served
simply as a cue as to which voice to expect next. It is not particularly surprising that in a perception task
involving multiple speakers, providing a cue as to the upcoming voice will significantly aid perception.

The degree to which the specific word pair involved was kept distinct by the stimulus speaker played a role.
While we made an attempt to select words which were roughly comparable in their degree of separation, there
was inevitably some variation. Our speakers produced some word pairs more distinctly than others, and this
significantly influenced participants’ accuracy in the task. This influence was nonlinear, with low error rates
for words with large Euclidean distances, and highly variable error rates (as evidenced by the broad confidence
interval) for stimuli with smaller Euclidean distances (Fig. 7, left panel).

Participants got better at the task as the experiment progressed—the later a stimulus was presented in the
experiment, the lower the error rate (Fig. 7, right panel).

Intriguingly, the identity of the experimenter played a role, with participants interacting with the United
States (Californian) researcher showing a higher overall error rate in the experiment. This effect interacted
with the Pillai score of the participants (Fig. 8). As noted above, participants with a lower Pillai score had
more errors overall. In addition, the error rate for participants with lower Pillai scores is particularly high for
those who met with the US researcher. For those with the highest Pillai scores, the US researcher if anything
increased the accuracy slightly. In sum, the overall effect of the US researcher was to increase the error rate for
those participants who are themselves relatively merged.
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5.2. Interim discussion

5.2.1. Effect of the interviewer

We had observed that in production, the US researcher tended to lead to an increased maintenance of the
distinction. In perception, intriguingly, the US researcher actually increased error rates, at least for those
speakers who are themselves merged. How can it be that interacting with a US researcher could lead
individuals to more easily produce a distinction between NEAR and SQUARE, but reduce their accuracy at
perceiving a distinction? This is particularly curious given the strong relationship we otherwise find between
production and perception. In general, the more distinct an individual is in production, the more accurately
they perform in the perception task.

In order to unravel this, we need to consider the fact that, while a speaker of Standard American English
will make a distinction between NEAR and SQUARE lexical items, the phonetic realizations of these items will be
quite different from those made by a NZE speaker who maintains the distinction. In particular, American
English SQUARE has a much lower first element than either NEAR or SQUARE in NZ English.

The key to understanding the perception results comes from the observation that no NZ SQUARE variant is
as low as the US variants—including the experimental stimuli. Both NZ SQUARE and NZ NEAR are closer to US
NEAR than they are to US SQUARE. Thus, the more activated US variants are, the more everything produced by
the stimulus speakers will resemble the NEAR distribution rather than the SQUARE distribution.

While non-merged participants are likely to have sufficient distinct NZ exemplars to perform the task,
merged participants, not finding enough evidence in their local exemplars, may more readily look to the
recently activated US exemplars in order to help them with their task. However, the US exemplars will be
phonetically dissimilar to the variants produced by the NZE speakers, and so will lead to an overall higher
error rate.

5.2.2. Item effects: lexical vs. prelexical

As outlined above, participants in the experiment displayed a strong bias toward responding with the NEAR

lexical item, resulting in a high error rate for SQUARE. This replicates our past findings on this merger (Warren
et al., forthcoming). Because participants will have encountered many SQUARE words with NEAR realizations,
but few NEAR words with SQUARE realizations, this bias appears difficult to explain at a lexical level. In Warren
et al. (forthcoming) we account for this bias by positing a fast phonological pre-processor which is biased
toward mishearing infrequent items (SQUARE) as frequent items (NEAR). Thus, we predict this SQUARE as NEAR
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bias to be entirely prelexical. However several results in experiments reported here cast considerable doubt on
this interpretation.

First, the SQUARE bias interacted with the item Pillai scores. Words which tend to be more merged display a
much higher SQUARE error rate than NEAR error rate. Words which are more often kept distinct show no such
bias (Fig. 5).

Moreover, while the SQUARE errors are strongly affected by the degree to which a word pair tends to be kept
distinct, the NEAR errors show no such pattern. This is exactly the opposite from what our earlier position
would predict. Merged items contain close exemplars in both the NEAR and SQUARE lexical item, and so the
more merged an item is, the more evidence that a NEAR stimulus might actually represent a SQUARE word.

We have been extremely puzzled by this interaction, which is highly statistically robust, and it has forced us
to reconsider the source of the NEAR bias. We now believe that the best way to account for this bias is if
participants’ behavior is affected by the presence of non-NZE exemplars.

All New Zealanders are heavily exposed to other dialects of English, particularly through television
and film. All New Zealanders, then, have been exposed to distinct tokens of NEAR and SQUARE words.
Even speakers of NZE who have distinct NEAR and SQUARE forms have considerably closer realizations of
SQUARE than any dialect they would be frequently exposed to, including Australian, British and American
English.

Perhaps in this highly artificial perception task, participants seek to focus on parts of their remembered
distributions which do not overlap. When a focus on local, familiar variants will provide enough information
to make a distinction, then this is the basis on which the decision is made. When not, the focus moves to more
extreme parts of the distribution, and evidence from other varieties of English is used.

Perhaps, then, for word pairs which New Zealanders are more likely to keep distinct, the participants rely
on more central parts of their distributions—the error rate is in general lower, and there is no bias toward
responding NEAR. However, for word pairs which tend to be merged, there is less evidence in this part of the
distribution for the participants to reliably distinguish between NEAR and SQUARE. They then look to the more
extreme parts of their remembered distributions for evidence of a distinction between the words. A bias
toward responding NEAR emerges, as all of the stimuli more closely resemble the NEAR of other varieties than
the SQUARE.

This interpretation may also provide some insight into understanding the interaction of NEAR and SQUARE

lexical items with the lexical frequency of the target word and its competitor. The task involves comparison of
an input with distributions of the potential candidates that are indicated by the words on the screen, i.e. a
potential target and its competitor. If the frequency of either the target or the competitor is low in the NZE
exemplars experienced, then broader experience is brought into play.

Fig. 6 showed the relationship between the frequency of the target word and whether that word is a NEAR

word or a SQUARE word. Following the above discussion regarding the role of non-NZE exemplars, we might
expect a relationship between the frequencies of the words, and the NEAR/SQUARE bias. Namely, the bias
toward errors on SQUARE should be highest when the SQUARE word itself is infrequent. This lack of frequency
may provide insufficient evidence on which the participants can make a decision, causing them to consult non-
NZE exemplars. This will have the result of making the stimulus appear more NEAR-like.

When the target is SQUARE (labelled ‘‘a’’ on the graph), we predict the error rate to decrease with the
increasing frequency of the SQUARE word. Lack of frequency leads to consultation of non-NZE exemplars. In
Fig. 6 we see declining rates of SQUARE errors with increasing target frequency, consistent with this
interpretation. We also see increasing rates of SQUARE errors with increasing competitor frequency, presumably
due to a general bias to mishear less frequent things as more frequent things.

When the target is NEAR (labelled ‘‘e’’ on the graph) errors are predicted when participants consult NZE
exemplars. This is because [i=] items will occupy both NEAR and SQUARE distributions. The more non-NZE
exemplars are consulted, the more the NEAR target will resemble the NEAR distribution (relative to the
competitor SQUARE distribution), and the fewer errors there should be. Thus, for NEAR items, we predict an
increase in error rate with increasing frequency. The more frequent the item is, the more participants will be
able to rely on NZE exemplars. Thus, in Fig. 6, we see NEAR errors increasing with the frequency of the target
word.
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When the target is NEAR, a low frequency SQUARE would lead to consultation of non-NZE SQUARE exemplars,
decreasing the degree to which the target resembles the SQUARE distribution. Thus, we predict the more
frequent SQUARE is, the higher the error rate for NEAR targets will be. For high frequency SQUARE, there is a lack
of contrasting non-local exemplars, and there will be a general bias toward hearing less frequent things as
more frequent things. This is true for the higher values of NEAR target frequency. For these values, error rates
increase with the increasing frequency of the square competitor.

Only one thing remains mysterious about Fig. 6, and that is the low rate of NEAR errors predicted when NEAR

is low frequency and SQUARE is high frequency. This is slightly mystifying, as it would seem that a lower
frequency SQUARE should decrease errors—both because there is no frequency bias toward answering SQUARE,
and because of the potential presence of contrasting non-NZE exemplars. We have no explanation for why the
opposite is observed. For low NEAR target frequency values, a higher SQUARE frequency decreases errors. This is
mysterious. However we note that this portion of the models’ prediction is not based on real observations.
That is, there are no word pairs in our data set where NEAR is very low frequency and SQUARE is very high
frequency. The largest SQUARE/NEAR ratio is between spare (log frequency ¼ 4.2) and spear (2.48). This
particular part of the model, then, is based on interpolation, and—while intriguing—requires further work in
order to substantiate the trends.

The interaction between NEAR/SQUARE, lexical frequency and the frequency of the competitor provides severe
challenges for an account in which a NEAR bias arises prelexically. However it provides some support for the
claim that participants rely partially on non-NZE exemplars in this task—particularly when evidence from
native exemplars is weak. This evidence may be weak either because the distributions are highly merged, or
because the frequency of the target word is low.

Whether the NEAR bias is a sole function of the reliance on non-NZE exemplars, or whether the prelexical
processor is also involved remains a topic for further investigation.

5.2.3. The presence of the photo

One overall effect of particular interest in this data set is the effect of the presence of the photo. In this initial
analysis, we looked to see whether the presence of a photo was having any effect. We found that participants
performed significantly better when a photo was present. We regarded this as promising evidence that social
information in the photo may be influencing participants’ performance. However this is by no means the only
possible interpretation. One likely effect of the photo is simply to cue the participant to the upcoming voice.
The experiment included four voices, and these were not blocked. Thus, the association of a single photo with
each voice for each participant then, served as a cue as to which voice to expect next. It is likely that this effect
could be achieved without photos—simply by associating a unique symbol with each voice and flashing it on
the screen before that voice were played.

5.3. Results of photo manipulation

Having established the general non-photographic effects responsible for variation in the data set,
as well as the fact that having a photo present reduces the overall error rate, we then turned to an
investigation of how, if at all, the specific photos affect participants’ performance. To do this, we refit the
statistical model described above to the subset of the data set for which a photo was present (i.e. excluding
group 1).

As can be seen by the ratings in Tables 3 and 4, while we attempted to control for perceived social class in
groups 2 & 3, and age in groups 4 & 5, this had limited success. The ‘age-manipulation’ photos differed
substantially in perceived social class, and in the ‘class-manipulation’ photos, the same individuals differed in
perceived age when photographed across the two class conditions. Rather than treat these as separate
manipulations, then, we decided to fit a logistic model to all of the combined data from groups 2–5, including
the perceived age and social class factors of each photo as potential predictors. Tables 3 and 4 show the
‘occupation’ and ‘education’ factors to be highly related. We therefore added these two scores together for
each photo to create a combined ‘social class’ variable.

We first fit the previously described overall model (Table 7) to the subset of the data for which a photo was
present (excluding, of course, the ‘photo present’ variable). All predictors remained significant. We then
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Table 9

Model incorporating photo effects: Wald Statistics for photo-related variables

w2 d.f. P

Photo class (Factor+Higher order factors) 16.85 3 0.0008

All interactions 15.93 2 0.0003

Participant Pillai (Factor+Higher order factors) 101.24 3 o0.0001

All interactions 18.73 2 0.0001

Voice Pillai (Factor+Higher order factors) 7.76 2 0.0206

All interactions 7.15 1 0.0075

Self-report as ‘‘same’’ (Factor+Higher order factors) 12.39 2 0.0020

All interactions 6.76 1 0.0093

Photo age (Factor+Higher order factors) 7.78 2 0.0204

All interactions 6.76 1 0.0093

Participant sex (Factor+Higher order factors) 15.13 2 0.0005

All interactions 8.64 1 0.0033

Voice sex (Factor+Higher order factors) 9.00 2 0.0111

All interactions 8.64 1 0.0033

Photo class�participant Pillai (Factor+Higher order factors) 8.56 1 0.0034

Photo class� voice Pillai (Factor+Higher order factors) 7.15 1 0.0075

Self-report�photo age (Factor+Higher order factors) 6.76 1 0.0093

Participant sex� voice sex (Factor+Higher order factors) 8.64 1 0.0033

Total interaction 66.18 10 o0.0001

Total nonlinear+interaction 69.36 11 o0.0001

Total 285.04 26 o0.0001

Table 10

Model incorporating photo effects: coefficients of photo-related variables

Present model

Photo class 4.066172149

Participant Pillai �5.154802488

Voice Pillai 29.897448135

Photo age �0.017737318

Participant sex ¼ male 0.529191449

Voice sex ¼ male 0.111111123

Photo class�participant Pillai 0.567936471

Photo class� voice Pillai �4.634506280

Self-report ¼ same�photo age 0.021407320

Participant sex ¼ male� voice sex ¼ male �0.581032243
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attempted to add in the photo-specific variables. We tested for interactions between these variables and other
factors, and also re-tested for the effect of the sex of the speaker—hypothesizing that the presence of the
(clearly gendered) photo may aid the emergence of any speaker-sex effect.

Three further factors emerged as significant, all in interaction with other variables. Tables 9 and 10 show the
ANOVA table and the co-efficients for these factors, as well as the factors they interact with. Probability levels
for the factors not involved in these interactions remained comparable to the model reported in Table 7.

The first effect was an interaction between the sex of the participant and the sex of the speaker, as shown in
Fig. 9. This interaction was not significant when considered over the entire data set, suggesting that the
presence of the photo, which cues the sex of the upcoming voice, is largely responsible for this effect. While
male voices were responded to (marginally) more accurately by male participants than female participants, the
interaction is carried almost entirely by the female voices, which were responded to significantly more
accurately by the females than the males.
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The second effect was an interaction between the perceived age of the photo and whether the participant
self-reported the specific word pair as being the same in their own speech. This is shown in Fig. 10.
Participants who reported the word pair as merged were not particularly sensitive to the age of the photo. If
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anything, an older photo increased errors for these speakers. However, participants who reported the word
pair as distinct made significantly more errors with younger looking photos. For the youngest photos, those
who reported a word pair to be distinct were only marginally more accurate than those who reported the word
pair to be the same. However for the older photos, there is a considerable difference. This suggests that people
who themselves make a distinction can be differently sensitive to the phonemes depending on the perceived age
of the speaker. However the sensitivity of people who themselves do not make a distinction is not affected by
perceived age.

Finally, the perceived social class of the person in the photo played a role, and this interacted with the
participants’ own Pillai score, as well as the degree to which the voice kept the two distributions distinct.

Fig. 11 shows these relationships. Each graph shows the interaction between the participant Pillai score and
the perceived social class of the photo. The leftmost graph shows this interaction for the most distinct voice,
and the rightmost graph shows the interaction for the least distinct voice. The graphs are image plots, in which
lighter colors correspond to higher error rates. For both figures, the right side of the graph is darker, as we
would expect, because the overall error rate of non-merged (high-Pillai) speakers is lower than the error rate of
merged speakers. The graph for the least distinct voice contains more lighter color in general, reflecting the
overall higher error rate.

For the most distinct voice, intriguingly, for the participants who don’t make a distinction, the error rate
appears to decrease with decreasing social class. However for those who do make a distinction, the social class
of the photo does not have a strong effect.

This effect looks different for the least distinct voice, where there is little effect of the photo for the merged
people, but the non-merged people react to the photo in the opposite way from that predicted—namely they
make more errors when the voice is paired with a higher social class photo.

This different behavior of the voices is shown more directly in Fig. 12, which shows the relationship between
the photo’s perceived social class and the voice Pillai. The figure shows the model’s predictions for these
variables when the Participant Pillai is set at 0. The pattern is most clear for merged participants, as they were
the most sensitive to the social class manipulation (cf. Fig. 11).

The voices which maintain the largest distinction between NEAR and SQUARE (the two with the larger Pillai
scores) show an increase in errors with the decreasing social class of the photo. However, for the least distinct
voice, the error rate actually slightly decreases with the decreasing social class of the photo. It is important to
note that even the least distinct voice was quite distinct, with a Pillai score of 0.863. Of the 71 participants in
the experiment, only 3 produced a distinction with a greater Pillai score than this.

Thus, both the age of the photo and the social class of the photo seem to have an effect on participant
accuracy. The direction of the effect with age is exactly as predicted. The nature of the effect with social class is
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more complex, and interacts with how distinct the participant keeps the phonemes, and also how distinct the
stimulus voice keeps them.
5.4. Discussion: effect of the photos

The fact that social aspects of the photos affect participants’ performance provides strong evidence that
individuals are sensitive to social information in speech perception. We regard this as support for our
hypothesis that exemplars are indexed with social information.

Perceived age does not affect individuals who report that they do not make a distinction themselves. Their
errors are uniformly high, regardless of the age of the person in the photo. However, those who report that
they do make a distinction show relatively sophisticated sensitivity to social factors. When they believe they
are listening to an older speaker, they attend more to the distinction, and perform more accurately on the task.
When they believe they are listening to a younger speaker, they appear to treat the words as more ambiguous,
and their accuracy is considerably reduced. This is despite the fact that the auditory stimuli are identical.

The effect of perceived social class is more mysterious. As predicted, the social class of the photos affects
participants’ accuracy in this task. However the direction of the effect is not entirely as predicted. For the two
most distinct voices, errors increase with the decreasing social class of the photo. For the least distinct voice,
errors increase with the increasing social class of the photo.

This seems to indicate the importance of compatibility between the perceived class of the photo, and the
degree of distinction maintained by the voice. Incompatibility between the perceived class of the photo (which
presumably sets up an expectation about degree of distinction) and the actual distinction maintained leads to
higher error rates. The fewest errors occur with the most distinct voice when paired with the highest social
class photo.

On top of this is an effect of the degree to which the participant maintains the distinction themselves. Those
who are relatively merged display the predicted behavior. Their error rates decrease with the increasing social
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class of the photo. As predicted, a working class photo leads to activation of exemplars which are relatively
more merged than a middle class photo.

What we did not predict was that those who maintain a distinction themselves would show the opposite
trend. They are, in fact, more likely to make errors with middle class than lower class photos. This is
particularly surprising because it was the non-merged participants who showed the expected sensitivity to
photo-age.

We believe the difference between perceived age and perceived class for this group stems from the fact that
while almost everyone is exposed to speech from a variety of ages, not everyone is exposed to speech from a
variety of social classes. Lower social classes will be exposed to the speech of higher social classes via the
media. But the reverse is not necessarily true, and one can certainly imagine that individuals might not interact
with sufficient individuals of lower socio-economic status than themselves to have a sizeable inventory of
socially indexed ‘lower class’ exemplars. Thus it is entirely possible that listening to a younger speaker
activates younger exemplars, thus decreasing sensitivity to the distinction, whereas speech from a lower class
speaker does not provide a sufficient set of appropriately indexed exemplars to perform the task. If there are
insufficient exemplars, activation will spread through the remainder of the distribution. Because the speaker
makes a distinction themselves, this should provide a solid basis on which to make an accurate response.

This interpretation is strengthened by results recently reported by Drager (2005b), who found a similar
interaction in her study of the perceived boundary between two vowels undergoing chain-shift in NZE. She
found an interaction between the social class of a photo associated with a stimulus voice and the social class of
participants. Crucially, this interaction was evident not only in participants’ responses, but also in their
reaction times. That is, working class participants were faster to respond to voices associated with working
class photos than middle class photos, and the opposite was true for middle social class participants. The effect
of the photo on reaction time was markedly stronger for the middle class participants than the lower class
participants. If a group is familiar to you, the raised activation level of socially appropriate exemplars will
speed overall performance. However if there are few such exemplars, recognition will need to rely more on the
overall acoustic match of the input to the candidate distributions—with activation spreading until the
candidate distributions are sufficiently distinct to make a decision.
6. General discussion

Our results clearly show that social information affects speech processing. The exact mechanism through
which this occurs is not so clear, and there is much work to be done in further investigating the nature of the
effects identified here. We believe that the most successful model of our results is very likely to be an exemplar
model, in which encountered speech is stored as exemplars, which are indexed for both linguistic and social
information. Establishing the precise details of such a model will require much further investigation, as is well
demonstrated by the discussion provided by other contributors to this volume. Here, we simply offer our best
attempt at understanding the source of the combined effects reported in this paper. We suggest that the
following factors are involved in influencing participants’ behavior in our task:

(A) Participants come to our task with differing experience, and so differing sets of exemplars. In addition,
their existing exemplars will have different degrees of resting activation, depending (in part) on what speakers
the participant has recently interacted with.

(B) Participants rapidly detect that the experiment involves particular vowels (or a particular vowel). The
presentation of each photo then raises the activation level of socially relevant exemplars containing the
relevant vowel(s). That is—exemplars are activated in the NEAR and SQUARE lexical sets (for unmerged
participants), or in the NEAR/SQUARE combined lexical set (for merged participants).

(C) Presentation of an auditory stimulus raises the activation level of acoustically similar exemplars.
(D) Visual presentation of the two words between which participants have to choose causes participants to

consult activation in the two candidate distributions, and respond with the candidate which is most activated.
(E) If there is not enough evidence to make a decision based on (D), activation spreads beyond the initially

activated exemplars until there is enough evidence. Or, if there is never enough evidence, the participant
guesses.
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The differing starting points of the participants (A) is responsible for the participant-specific effects we
observe—including the effect of gender and age on participants’ performance in this task, as well as the effect
of the participants’ own production of the vowels. (A) is also the locus of the effect of the researcher.
Exemplars indexed as US English receive slightly elevated activation for those participants who interact with a
US experimenter.

(B) involves activation of exemplars with the appropriate social indexing. We argue that this activation may
involve any exemplars containing NEAR and SQUARE vowels. When the photo is first encountered, participants
do not know which minimal pair to expect. The potential candidates do not appear on the screen until after
the word is played. Thus, the raising of the activation level of socially appropriate exemplars in (B) must
certainly include exemplars beyond the minimal pair involved. Thus we suggest that (B) involves elevation of
activation for socially appropriate exemplars which are indexed as belonging to the appropriate lexical set (or
containing the appropriate ‘phoneme’). The development of exemplar models of speech perception has
involved discussion of distributions of both phonemes (e.g. Johnson, 1997; Pierrehumbert, 2001b) and words
(e.g. Bybee, 2001). Pierrehumbert (2003, p. 178) argues that in viable theories there is a ‘‘ladder of abstraction,
each level having its own representational apparatus’’. We thus assume an exemplar approach, in which
encountered words are stored as complete phonetic memories, and are indexed to appropriate categories such
as ‘male’, ‘female’, (Johnson, 2006, Foulkes and Docherty, 2006), as well as to appropriate linguistic categories
such as phoneme labels. This phonemic indexing will presumably differ across individuals with different
systems. In particular, participants who have sufficiently distinct representations for NEAR and SQUARE

exemplars presumably index these separately, such that hear, fear, beer etc. share a label, and hare, fare and
bare, share a different label. Participants who do not maintain the distinction index all such words as
containing vowels which belong to the same category.

This difference in phonemic indexing is responsible for the differential effect of perceived age on different
participants. We assume that unmerged participants will anticipate the upcoming stimuli by raising the resting
activation levels of all NEAR/SQUARE indexed items produced by speakers with the appropriate social
characteristics. Because NEAR and SQUARE items will be indexed separately, this will activate relatively distinct
distributions for older voices, enabling a distinction to be readily heard. However activating NEAR/SQUARE

labelled items produced by younger voices will lead to activation of less distinct distributions. Because the
younger photo activates NEAR and SQUARE categories which are in fact, largely identical, performance degrades
to near the level of the merged participants.

For merged participants, while exemplars for, e.g. here and hair occupy separate distributions, both are
indexed to the same, collapsed, phonemic category. This is regardless of the age of the voice. Thus, when the
older photo is encountered, the activation of ‘older’ tokens indexed to this collapsed category does nothing to
facilitate activation of distinct distributions.

Note, however, that the merged participants can still do very well at this task (despite the fact that many
report they are guessing). This is because, despite the identical phonemic labelling of the lexical items, the
phonetic memories still occupy distinct exemplar clouds—that is, they still occupy different word-level
distributions. Thus, while (B) does nothing to help them with the task, at (C) the acoustic signal will still match
the appropriate exemplar cloud better than it matches the competitor. This will generally lead even merged
participants to get the answer right more often than they get it wrong, even though the absence of overt
‘phonemic’ discrimination leads them to feel that they are guessing. (C), then, involves activation of word-level
distributions.

The cumulative social, phonemic and lexical activation will, in many cases, lead to participants having a
clear answer when the two choices are presented to them (D). If there are exemplars which are activated both
by the social priming and acoustic input then these will clearly dominate, and are likely to lead to a clear
decision. However error rates increase when social information and acoustic information do not match. This
was exemplified in the interaction (in Fig. 12), between the degree of distinction maintained by a voice and the
social class of the photo with which it was associated. The least distinct voice increased in errors with a higher
social class photo, but the most distinct voice decreased in errors with the higher social class photos.

Activation may spread beyond the set of initially activated exemplars, especially if this set of exemplars is
inadequate for a decision (E). For example, for our non-merged participants, we hypothesized that their
exemplars of lower-class speech may be extremely sparse. Thus, when presented with a lower class photo, the
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socially relevant exemplar set was inadequate to reach a decision. The reference sets therefore expanded to
include a larger number of distinct tokens, and participants performed the task relatively accurately.

One way in which the candidate sets may be inadequate to reach a decision is if the sets for the two
candidate words are non-distinct. The sets may then expand until they include non-local exemplars,
introducing a NEAR bias (because, even for distinct speakers, the NZ SQUARE resembles other varieties’ NEAR).
This bias therefore emerges for word pairs which are highly merged, but not for word pairs which tend to be
kept relatively distinct.

Another way in which the initial evidence may be inadequate is if one or other of the candidate items is
relatively infrequent. Activation may then spread to include non-local exemplars. If the target item is SQUARE,
low frequency will increase the overall error rate (because non-local exemplars provide misleading
information). If the target item is NEAR, low frequency may slightly decrease the overall error rate (because
non-local exemplars provide helpful information).

Participants who make the distinction themselves are likely to have relatively distinct exemplar sets,
and so are able to perform the task more successfully than participants who do not make the distinction,
and whose exemplar sets are likely to be more overlapping. The latter participants are apparently
influenced by the presence of a US English speaking researcher, which facilitates activation of the more
distinct, non-New Zealand exemplars.

Note that we are not suggesting that the continuing expansion of the candidate set occurs in a conscious or
explicit manner. A distribution is activated first in the most socially/demographically/regionally/acoustically
relevant part of the distribution, and then activation spreads to more peripheral exemplars, For sparse
distributions, more marginal exemplars will be activated more quickly than for dense distributions. And when
comparing highly overlapping distributions, a decision may be delayed until sufficiently distinct distributions
have been activated, no matter how peripheral.

This interpretation (together with results reported by Drager, 2005b) suggests that timed tasks may be
particularly revealing. The results presented here may have looked quite different if participants were required
to respond in a very short time frame.

The multi-faceted nature of these effects also points to the potential benefits of considering exemplar
accounts of speech perception alongside those which have developed in different domains. For example
exemplar accounts of social judgement and stereotype formation argue that memories of individual people are
stored in memory as exemplars, and are retrieved in the process of forming social judgements (e.g. Smith &
Zarate, 1992). These exemplars can be accessed from memory, in order to influence judgements, and this
occurs independently of whether the individual is consciously aware of the prior experience. There are clear
points of connection here, pointing to the potential benefits of a careful investigation of the ways in which
individuals gradually built up categories that emerge from the experiences that surround them as social actors.
There is certainly good evidence that these categories are both linguistic and social, and that individual
exemplars may be simultaneously encoded along both dimensions.

In addition to the theoretical implications of these results, the large number of social factors which
apparently play a role in speech perception should cause experimenters some nervousness regarding
experimental methodology. Whenever the production of a target variable displays social variation, the social
characteristics of the participants, as well as the social attributes they attribute to the stimuli are likely to play
a role in participants’ behavior in perception tasks. This suggests that there will be many experimental designs
in which researchers will need to carefully consider the social distribution of their participants, and relevant
aspects of their experimental stimuli. Even more worrying is the apparent effect of recent interlocutors. It is
obviously difficult to completely control who our participants have recently interacted with. Minimally, we
should aim to ensure that the same researcher runs all of the participants in a particular experiment.

7. Conclusion

We set out to test the hypothesis that exemplars are socially indexed, and that individuals are sensitive to
social information in speech perception. The results of our experiment were relatively complex. While many of
the specific interpretations we offer for the variety of results reported here will need further experimental
investigation, we believe the general hypothesis receives strong support. We have struggled to explain the
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complex interactions between participant-specific characteristics, word-specific characteristics, context-specific
characteristics, and perceived speaker characteristics. But this struggle would have been infinitely greater
outside an exemplar based approach.

The fact that error rates are highest for words which tend to be most merged in the participants’ experience
strongly supports an exemplar approach. Moreover, there is good evidence that the exemplars are socially
indexed. The perceived social characteristics of an unknown speaker affect how their speech is processed.
Individuals appear to attempt to match the stimulus to the relevant subparts of the candidate distributions.
Where these subparts are not adequate to make a decision, activation spreads to less relevant parts of the same
distribution. Activation of less central parts of the distribution is facilitated by exposure to a speaker of a
dialect which maintains a clear distinction.

This study has revealed sound-change to be a rich area for the study of spoken word recognition. Studies
which link production and perception data in the context of sound-change in progress promise to reveal much
about the speech perception system, and how it deals with a system which is in a state of flux.
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